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Abstract: In Data sources for information feed into a Big Data achievement as you might expect contain sensitive or confined 

information or key logical property along with non-sensitive data. In the Big data world securing the sensitive data be renewed 

into more intricate and time overwhelming process. In the big data distribution of sensitive, it exacerbates the threat of 

sensitive data falling into the un-authorized. To battle this sensitive data threat, enterprises turn to cryptosystem. In the 

cryptosystem encryption is the process of encoding sensitive data so that only authorized or privileged parties can decrypt and 

read the sensitive data applying this methodology in application level we provide complete security on the sensitive data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the new modern distributed big data
[1],[2],[3]

 environment 

the organizations and individuals are more connected to 

digitally than ever before.  In the Digital world the 

government\Companies collecting the massive data of their 

resource. For the day to day active this big data will help a 

lot, but it may not have the fundamental assets of securing 

the sensitive data is missing. If a security breach occurs to 

big data, it would result in even more serious legal 

repercussions and reputational damage than at present.  

 

In this new modern world many companies are using the 

technology to store the sensitive
[4], [5]

 and non-sensitive data 

which may be petabytes.  As a result, information 

classification becomes even more critical. In classification of 

sensitive data and encrypting the sensitive data is very 

essential. Not only security but also data privacy challenges 

existing industries and federal organizations. With the 

increase in the use of big data in business, many companies 

are wrestling with privacy issues on the sensitive data.  

 

Data privacy
 [1][2]

 is a liability, this  must be on privacy 

defensive on sensitive data. But unlike security, privacy on 

sensitive data should be considered as an asset. There should 

be a balance between data privacy and security on sensitive 

data. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Data sources for information fed into a Big Data 

implementation inevitably contain either sensitive, protected 

information or key intellectual property. This information is 

distributed throughout the Big Data implementation. That 

entire sensitive data should be protected.  Today’s big data 

environments often include both sensitive and no sensitive 

data (including anonymous data). Hackers can correlate de-

anonymized
[6]

 data sets to identify people and their 

preferences. Generally speaking, outsiders are prevented 

from accessing big data environments by traditional 

perimeter security at the boundaries of a private network. 

However, with today’s sophisticated break-in strategies, 

perimeter security is no longer adequate. Criminals often try 

to lift health information, credit card numbers, and other 

vital information in order to sell it on the black market. No 

company wants its data to be compromised or its systems to 

be breached. However, most traditional IT security practices 

aren’t strong enough to resist the new types of malware, 

phishing schemes, netbots, and SQL injection attacks 

unleashed by cybercriminal organizations for sensitive data.  

 

Security Issues with Hadoop
[7], [8], [9], [10]

 Many of today’s big 

data projects incorporate Apache Hadoop, an open-source 

framework for storing and processing big data in a 

distributed fashion. Business analysts load data into Hadoop 

to detect patterns and extract insights from structured, semi-

structured, and unstructured data. Unfortunately, not all 
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organizations have strong data security in place for these 

activities. There may be personally identifiable information 

and intellectual property loaded into these data sets. Initially 

developed as a way to distribute big data processing jobs 

among many clustered servers, the Hadoop architecture 

wasn’t built with security in mind. Namely, it lacks access 

controls on the data, including password controls, file and 

database authorization, and auditing. As such, it doesn’t 

comply with important industry standards such as the 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (IPAA) and the 

Payment Card Data Security Standard (PCDSS) 
[11] ,[12]

.  

 

Sometimes supplementary group of users can access 

sensitive data. So we need to provide the privileges user can 

access sensitive data.  Applying the Policy for classification 

of sensitive data after classification we use our proposed 

model to encrypt the sensitive data.  Using this it will 

overcome the time and space complexity. Our proposed 

model ensure that authorized users can only access the 

sensitive data that they are entitled to access and also the 

protection of data in the rest and transit mode. 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

In our proposed approach secure model will provide 

company can restrict the sensitive data access and data theft 

which leads potential threat of the company. To overcome 

this issue we are proposing the privilege user access control 

on sensitive data at application level.  

 

Table 1 

RISK Level Time Complexity  Security 

Level Data 

Reading 

Data 

Writing  

Full Disk 

Encryption 
Time 

Intense  

Time Intense Semi- 

Moderate 

File Level 

Encryption 
Time 

Intense 

Time Intense Semi-

Moderate 

Application 

Encryption- 

Privileged Users 

Moderate Moderate Moderate 

 

Encrypting the sensitive in application will give more secure 

at transit phase. Which is better approach than disk and file 

encryption
 [13]

. Below table will shows the advantages of 

application level encryption 

 

Table 2 

RISK Full Disk 

Encryption 

File Level 

Encryption 

Application 

Encryption- 

Privileged 

Users 

Data unrecoverable 

when drive stolen or 

lost from data center 

Yes Yes Yes 

Data made No Yes Yes 

inaccessible to root 

and system admins 

Data made 

inaccessible to 

admins 

No Yes Yes 

Create access logs for 

threat analytics 

No No Yes 

Unstructured data , 

config files, logs 

protected from theft 

Yes Yes Yes 

 

In application level encryption we are purposing Key 

Generation & Policy Management, Encryptioning the 

Sensitive Data, Decrypting the Sensitive Data for authorized 

users, privileged user access control management 

 

Policy Management 

In this policy management approach will apply the standard 

policy such as Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(IPAA) and the Payment Card Data Security Standard 

(PCDSS) etc., using this policy user can classify the 

sensitive and non-sensitive data after classification of the 

sensitive data. Our proposed encryption process will 

encrypted those data and stored into the big data 

environment. 

 

Key Generation Phase  

In this phase our proposed system will generate the key 

privileged user’s will get the users key, using this key user 

can encrypt and decrypt the sensitive data. To generating the 

Key Generation we can use the public key cryptosystem like 

RSA, Enhanced Schmidt Samoa etc., Policy management 

will classify the sensitive data from the file so sensitive data 

can’t be tampered or hacked from other users such as 

Admin, Cloud Provider & Outsource Administrators of 

Cloud. 

 

Encryption Phase  

In this phase after classified sensitive data will encrypted 

and stored in the Big Data so that non-privileged users 

cannot be read or altered the secure data, secure data can’t 

be tampered or hacked from other users such as Admin, 

Cloud Provider & Outsource Administrators of Cloud. 

 

Decryption Phase  

In this phase only privileged users can decrypted the 

sensitive data which is encrypted earlier phase. So security 

will provided in the application level which will more at 

transit level. 

 

Enhanced Schmidt Samoa algorithm: We use the Enhanced 

Schmidt Samoa algorithm as a basis to provide data-centric 

security for Sensitive shared data: 
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Enhanced New variant Schmidt Samoa (i,msg) 

 

Comment: Generating Radom prime number , generating 

public key & private key generation , using these public and 

private key cipher and decipher  the message m   

 

Begin 

         p  radom prime number  

         q  random prime number which is not distinct of p 

 i   input power of p value which is grater than 2 (i>2) 

         msg  message  

        pq = p* q 

        public key N = p
i
 * q 

        private key d = N
-1

 mod lcm(p-1,q-1) 

        return public key, private key 

End 

 

Encryption Phase  

In this phase after classified sensitive data will encrypted 

and stored in the Big Data so that non-privileged users 

cannot be read or altered the secure data, secure data can’t 

be tampered or hacked from other users such as Admin, 

Cloud Provider & Outsource Administrators of Cloud. 

Cipher message  c = ( msg
N
) mod N 

 

Decryption Phase  

In this phase only privileged users can decrypted the 

sensitive data which is encrypted earlier phase. So security 

will provided in the application level which will more at 

transit level. 

Decrypt =  c
d  

mod pq   ≡ Plain text  msg 

In the work flow we are elaborating the process 

step by step  

Work Flow  

 

Step 1:-User’s data having sensitive and non-sensitive data 

transferring to the App Server’s using the Standard policy   

 

Step 2:-Data is moving\transferring to the Big Data
[5][6]

 

cluster’s through App Server, while transferring the data 

through App Server we need encrypt the sensitive data using 

the Key & Policy Management. Key Management will 

generate keys and distributing to the group or user’s using 

the private using Enhanced Schmidt Samoa algorithm as 

shown above. 

 

Step 3:-Privileged user’s Key and Policy classification 

(IPAA\ PCDSS) sensitive data is encrypting and storing in 

the Big Data clusters 

 

Step 4:-while accessing sensitive data, primarily the system 

will check user’s Key and their policy in Key Management 

and Policy Management after successful authentication 

privileged users can decrypt the sensitive data. If non-

privileged user’s (Admin’s, Root user’s, Cloud Provider / 

Outsource Administrators) trying to access the sensitive data 

they will receive the encrypted data 

 

Proposed Architecture of User, Policy and Security system 

In our research work we are developing cryptosystem to 

implement in application level to achieve following 

assignment to secure the sensitive data. Using our 

cryptosystem will provide the different type policy 

classification system using policy management along with 

user management for authorized user’s accessing the 

sensitive data.  

 

Our purposed architecture will collect the all the data PII, 

PHI and PCI data and applies the policy management to 

classify y the sensitive data , user management will 

identifies the authorized and un-authorized user’s access for 

the data. 

 

In Personal Identification Information, our research 

threshold Enhanced Schmidt Samoa cryptosystem will 

encrypt the data will writing into the cluster later using the 

same Enhanced Schmidt Samoa cryptosystem the data will 

be accessed by authorized and unauthorized users.  Majorly 

we are having read and write algorithm using new threshold 

Enhanced Schmidt Samoa cryptosystem. 

 

 Policy classification and Data classification algorithm 

 PII Data write/store algorithm 

 PII data retrieve algorithm 

     

 
Fig:1 Proposed Architecture of User, Policy and Security 

System 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF 

ENHANCED SCHMIDT-SAMOA WITH RSA AND 

ELLIPTIC CURVE 

 

In RSA and Enhanced Schmidt Samoa public and private 

keys can be chosen of approximately equal lengths bit size. 

Table 1. Provides corresponding RSA and Enhanced 

Schmidt Samoa for security levels (k) of 128 bits , 256 bits , 

512, 1024 and 2048 etc. 
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TABLE 3: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SECURITY LEVELS 

TOTAL TIME TAKING PROCESS OF CRYPTOSYSTEM 

Security Level bits RSA ESS 

128 106 46 

256 157 104 

512 717 161 

1024 7496 636 

2048 9900 3285 

 

 
Fig:2 Comparison of different Security levels total 

time taking process of Cryptosystem 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Comparison of different Security levels total time taking 

process of Cryptosystem   

 

In this paper we have implemented Enhanced Schmidt 

Samoa algorithm for encrypt the sensitive data to the file for 

privileged user’s after applying the policy classification. 

Using the above model it’s hard to hack or tamper the 

sensitive data for non-privileged user’s such user’s (Admin’s, 

Root users, Cloud Provider / Outsource Administrators). 

From the results we obtained it is proved that Enhanced 

Schmidt Samoa gives more protection only authorized user 

can retrieve the encrypted data and decrypt it. 
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